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i
am now in my fourth year as dean of the college of Education, 
health, and human sciences and am no less excited about the 
important work our students, faculty, and staff do than when 
i began my tenure at the university of tennessee, Knoxville. if 
anything, i am more excited! as you will read in the pages of this 
issue of Accolades, our newly named annual review publication, 
there are many new and important initiatives faculty and students 
are engaged in; each is central to the mission of our college and true 
to our motto—“Enhancing Quality of life through research, out-
reach, and Practice.” 
The important work of the college is perhaps best manifested 
in the success our students have had after graduation. you would 
probably not be surprised to learn that we enjoy an almost 100- 
percent job placement record. Many of those students who choose 
not to begin their professional careers immediately pursue advanced 
degrees in graduate schools. certainly, our college takes the land-
grant mission of the university very seriously. one of our primary 
purposes is to engage the principle of supply and demand by pre-
paring our students for professions of high need and importance, 
especially those that serve the citizens of the state of tennessee.
in this regard, we continue to prepare outstanding educators 
to meet the ever-increasing demands for teacher quality and stu-
dent learning from pre-kindergarten through grade 12. Many of 
our graduates leave the university with degrees that have prepared 
them for management positions in retail stores, hotels and restau-
rants, and other human services occupations. our departments 
and faculty help fill the need for certified public health profes-
sionals; registered dieticians; and school, mental, and rehabili-
tation counselors. We train exercise scientists, leisure directors, 
sport management personnel, and therapeutic recreation special-
ists. in addition, our graduate programs focus on preparing the 
next generation of college and university professors so that, in 
effect, we are “teaching the teachers”!
in this issue of Accolades, you will read about the very good and 
important work our faculty and students are doing on behalf of 
the college and the university. one of our feature articles is about 
sarah hillyer, a doctoral student in the department of Exercise, 
sport, and leisure studies, who courageously traveled inside iran 
to teach young iranian girls how to play softball. if there’s a better 
example of how we are responding to chancellor loren crabtree’s 
ready for the World initiative, i would like to know what it is. 
you also will be updated on the work of dr. Brian Barber, director 
of the center for the international study of youth and Political 
Violence, who conducted his first international conference on this 
topic in cape town, south africa. This is yet another excellent 
example of the global work in which the college is involved.
you also will be interested to learn that our college is directing 
the work of the tennessee governor’s academy for Math and sci-
ence. under the expert guidance of dr. Vena long, associate dean 
for research and professional development, tennessee’s best and 
brightest students, coming from all regions of the state, are con-
tinuing their high school education right here in Knoxville. 
on the topic of schools and schooling, dr. Bob Kronick’s 
important work in the area of full service schools is profiled. and 
last, but certainly not least, you can read about the tennessee obe-
sity research center, which recently received approval for operation 
from the university of tennessee office of research. This center, 
under the direction of drs. naima Moustaid-Moussa and david 
Bassett, will focus on research, outreach, and practice designed to 
ameliorate the obesity epidemic. it’s just another example of how 
our faculty and students impact quality of life.
as dean of the college of Education, health, and human sci-
ences, i would be remiss if i did not express our sincere appre-
ciation to you, the graduates and friends of our college, whose 
support makes all of the work we do possible. Thank you for your 
continued support of these efforts, as well as others you will read 
about in future issues of Accolades!
dean Bob rider
College of Education, Health, and Human Sciences
dean’s message
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weightmatters
The obesiTY research cenTer
dr. naiMa MoUssa-MoUsTaid co-direcTs 
The neW cenTer for obesiTY research. 
i
n a proactive response to the growing concerns over the 
problem of obesity, the university of tennessee, Knoxville, 
announced the formation of the obesity research center on 
august 24, 2007. two faculty members from the college of 
Education, health, and human sciences will serve as the center’s 
co-directors. dr. naima Moustaid-Moussa is a professor of nutri-
tion and animal science, and dr. david Bassett is a professor of 
exercise, sport, and leisure studies. 
“obesity is a complex problem, and we hope to address it from 
many different angles. We will consider the many factors contrib-
uting to overweight and obesity, including calorie intake, calorie 
expenditure, psychological issues, genetics, and culture,” said Bas-
sett. Bassett earned his doctorate in physical education at the uni-
versity of Wisconsin and has been at ut since 1988. 
Moustaid-Moussa has devoted much of her professional career 
to studying issues surrounding obesity. “The ultimate outcome 
of the center’s research will be to contribute to developing a new 
understanding of the mechanisms of obesity and to developing new 
dietary and physical activity strategies to combat the obesity epi-
demic and improve the quality of life,” she said. Moustaid-Moussa 
earned her doctorate in endocrinology at the university of Paris iV 
and has been at ut since 1993.
the number of obese and overweight adults and children is 
a growing concern. government programs to prevent and treat 
obesity have had limited effect. about one-third of u.s. adults 
are obese, which is one of the reasons for the nation’s life expec-
tancy rankings dropping below those of many other industrial-
ized nations. a recent report ranked tennessee as having the 
fifth highest obesity rate in the nation, with 27.8 percent of its 
population considered obese. “the ut obesity research cen-
ter will play a significant role in the prevention and treatment of 
obesity in the state of tennessee and assist in informing research 
and treatment practices all over the united states,” said Bob 
rider, dean of the college. 
the center’s goal will be to provide a central place for faculty 
from many disciplines to collaborate on research efforts aimed 
at addressing the health concerns associated with obesity. fund-
ing for the center will come from a variety of sources, includ-
ing the ut office of research; ut agricultural Experiment 
station; ut Extension; and the college of Education, health, 
and human sciences. in addition to bringing together teach-
ers and researchers who are interested in studying obesity, the 
center hopes to find additional sources of funding for research 
that my lead to discoveries of ways to lower the rate of obesity 
in the nation.
through a multidisciplinary research approach, center orga-
nizers hope to gain a better understanding of the health problems 
surrounding obesity and, ultimately, provide recommendations 
for addressing the growing obesity epidemic. More than 40 
faculty members from various academic disciplines-including 
animal science, veterinary medicine, plant sciences, psychology, 
nursing, social work, and economics, as well as researchers from 
the oak ridge national laboratory-will work collaboratively on 
research at the center. The center will coordinate research on genetic 
and environmental factors causing obesity, develop plans for long-
term prevention and treatment of obesity, and disseminate research 
findings to the general public. The center also is designed to serve as 
a research training facility for both undergraduate and graduate stu-
dents studying obesity. faculty will offer seminars on their research to 
members of the university and community.  
matters
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ReSeARCHINg tHe BeHAvIoRAL ASPeCtS oF 
WeIgHt LoSS
Hollie raynor, assistant professor in the Department of Nutri-
tion, is a leading authority on behavioral aspects of weight loss. 
Her research interests combine her nutrition and psychology 
training through the investigation of eating regulation—specif-
ically factors that affect satiation and behavioral interventions 
for obesity. She is interested in eating regulation in both adults 
and children and in examining factors that affect choices in eat-
ing behavior. Her specific areas of interest also include examin-
ing dietary variety, portion size, and the reinforcing value of 
food on food intake. 
raynor is a co-investigator for three National institutes of Health-
funded grants, two of which focus on long-term maintenance of 
behaviors important for weight loss and maintenance of weight 
loss in adults. the third grant examines changes that occur in 
the reinforcing value of high- and low-fat foods and how these 
changes are associated with weight loss during obesity treat-
ment. She is also the primary investigator for two other funded 
studies—one funded by the NiH and the other by the American 
Diabetes Association, which examine family-based pediatric 
obesity treatment in young children (ages 4 to 9 years). these 
two projects are examining whether changing a few specific 
eating (i.e., sweetened drink intake) and leisure-time behaviors 
(i.e., tV watching) are enough to improve weight status in young 
children, which combination of these behaviors produces the 
best change in diet quality and amount of activity in the children, 
as well as which may be easier to maintain over time. Addi-
tionally, as increasing the structure of the diet appears to be a 
strategy that is helpful for successful weight loss maintenance, 
she is investigating what influence a dietary variety prescription 
has on long-term weight loss during an 18-month adult behav-
ioral weight-loss intervention. this project has also been funded 
by NiH and will be enrolling interested and eligible participants at 
Ut in the fall of 2008.
on august 30, 2007, tennessee governor Phil Bredesen joined the inaugural class of 24 students for the open-ing ceremony of the tennessee governor’s academy for Mathematics and science (tga). 
the academy was designed to provide high school students 
with a progressive model for achieving academic excellence. it 
was founded by governor Bredesen, who had a vision for an 
academy that would give students a unique learning experience 
through a challenging classroom education with an emphasis on 
science and math combined with hands-on research experience 
in real-world settings. the goal of the academy is to implement 
an exploratory approach to learning in an unconventional setting 
for students who have a strong desire to pursue careers in science, 
mathematics, technology, or engineering. tga is administered 
by the university of tennessee, Knoxville. dr. Vena long, asso-
ciate dean for research and professional development in the col-
lege of Education, health, and human sciences, was selected by 
chancellor loren crabtree to serve as executive director. 
the application process for the inaugural class began in 
March 2007. More than 170 applications were received for 24 
openings. the two dozen students selected come from across 
the state and represent tennessee’s top high school juniors. 
the screening and selection process took an in-depth, holistic 
approach in recognition of the high caliber of students. appli-
cants submitted written essays, high school academic records, 
and letters of recommendation. finalists went through inter-
views and thorough screenings to ensure that those selected 
would be able to manage the rigors of the academic curriculum 
while living away from home. the students chosen are serious 
scholars and critical thinkers. 
the new academy is a residential program, and students 
live in cottages on the tennessee school for the deaf campus 
in Knoxville. the cottages are fully wired with internet connec-
tions so students are able to employ sophisticated technology in 
the learning process. living arrangements have been designed 
so students can learn and practice important life skills includ-
ing cooking, housekeeping, and laundry. By living together and 
engaging in projects ranging from meal preparation to garden-
ing, students will have a level of independence and  responsibility 
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Veni, Vidi, Doci 
or we Came, we Saw, we Calculated
not found in traditional high school settings. residence life 
managers live on site with the students. 
Because of tga’s affiliation with ut, students have access 
to university resources and programs. from workout facilities 
and sporting events to internationally acclaimed speakers, tga 
students will have numerous opportunities to enhance their edu-
cational experience.
Physics and calculus are the foundation of the academy’s 
curriculum, which has been designed to exceed state standards. 
courses will be presented as learning modules, or blocks of 
instruction, from the following academic disciplines:
	•	 Physics
	•	 Calculus
	•	 English	and	language	arts
	•	 American	history
	•	 Humanities
recognizing that citizens of the 21st century must be pre-
pared to deal with complex issues, cultural and religious conflicts, 
rapid technological change, and a growing interdependence in 
a global economy, classes will go well beyond the traditional 
high school curriculum. from chinese to tai chi, the goal of 
the class structure is to help students become effective problem-
solvers and self-directed, adult learners. Many of the academy’s 
courses have been designed to carry college credit as well.
hands-on research is an integral part of the tga experi-
ence. students will spend time each week in labs on the ut 
campus and at oak ridge national laboratory engaged in active 
research projects. they also will participate in numerous field 
trips and travel across the state to study tennessee’s unique sci-
entific features.
When school officially began at the academy in august, 
one of the first activities for the new students was to select 
their school mascot and slogan. they selected spartans as their 
mascot and “Veni, Vidi, doci”-i came, i saw, i calculated!-
for their slogan. What a positive indicator that these bright 
and creative students will indeed be tomorrow’s leaders and 
problem solvers! 
More information on this exciting educational enterprise is 
available online at http://tga.utk.edu/. 
2
4
3
have
ever...
you
GoVernor Phil bredesen GreeTed The inaUGUral  
class of sTUdenTs enrolled in The Tennessee  
GoVernor’s acadeMY.
.
Veni, Vidi, Doci 
or we Came, we Saw, we Calculated
Tennessee Governor’s AcAdemy
m a t h e m a t i c s       s c i e n c e
UNPACkINg tHe NUmBeRS 
lynn liao Hodge, assistant professor in math education, is 
studying students’ mathematical experiences and how those 
experiences have shaped students’ attitudes toward math. 
Her project, “Unpacking the Numbers: Mathematical experi-
ences of Culturally Diverse Students,” is part of coordinated 
efforts to understand one of the most persistent problems in the 
field of mathematics education: the achievement gap between 
middle-class white students and students from historically  
underserved communities. As Hodge notes, “we know 
relatively little about how culturally diverse students experi-
ence mathematics or the linguistic, cognitive, and emo-
tional resources on which they draw to approach math.” 
the participants in the project, which began in the spring 
semester of 2007, will come from multiple counties in east ten-
nessee. thus far, the focus has been on middle and high school 
students in Knox County schools. 
one theme that already has come out of the project is how 
important the classroom environment is for students and the 
way they feel about their competence in mathematics classes. 
Students have consistently noted that their good mathemat-
ics experiences involved classes in which their ideas were 
valued and they were able to make good decisions about the 
subject. these positive experiences happened where they were 
respected and where teachers treated them as people with many 
different interests—not just as students learning mathematics. 
this project also involves archiving students’ narratives and 
drawing on audio-taped segments as part of training for teachers. 
these segments are being used as instructional resources to give 
an understanding of ways of effectively teaching diverse learners. 
on a final note, this project and others funded through the 
ready for the world initiative are bringing intercultural and 
international activities to the foreground of students’ college 
experiences. in keeping with this theme, Hodge’s project is an 
attempt to bring the multiple cultures and communities in east 
tennessee to the students within the Department of theory 
and Practice in teacher education. 
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The cenTer for The inTernaTional sTUdY of YoUTh and PoliTical Violence
UPSiDe
A worlD tUrNeD
Upside
DowN
dr. brian barber, direcTor for The cenTer for The inTernaTional sTUdY of YoUTh 
and PoliTical Violence, is joined bY ishMael beah and alUsine KaMara.
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Hundreds of thousands of youth worldwide experience politi-cal violence, either as passive witnesses, voluntary fighters, or coerced soldiers. 
	 •	 What	are	the	effects	on	these	youth?
	 •	 What	are	the	needs	of	these	youth?	
	 •	 	Which	agencies	and	organizations	are	involved	in	understand-
ing	and	assisting	these	youth?	
	 •	 How	can	coordination	among	these	entities	be	facilitated?	
	 •	 	How	 can	 research	 on	 these	 youth	 be	 advanced	 and	 inte-
grated into this joint effort to understand them and care for 
their	needs?
The center for the international study of youth and Politi-
cal Violence was established in 2005 with the aim of becoming an 
authoritative source and training agent for the potential joint role of 
scholarship, programming, practice, and policy in serving the needs 
of adolescents involved in political violence around the world. The 
center, operating under the auspices of the university of tennessee, 
was founded and is led by dr. Brian K. Barber. he is also a profes-
sor of child and family studies and adjunct professor of psychology 
at ut Knoxville. in addition, he serves as technical advisor to the 
World health organization and to unicEf.
Barber researches adolescent development in social context in 
africa, asia, the Balkans, Europe, the Middle East, and north and 
south america. he specializes in the study of adolescent develop-
ment in the context of political violence, with a particular focus 
on youth from the gaza strip, Palestine, and sarajevo, Bosnia. his 
work has been supported by the u.s. national institute for Men-
tal health, the social science research council, the rockefeller 
foundation, the Jerusalem fund, and the united states institute 
for Peace.
Mission of the Center
The center is grounded in the belief that much can be done both to 
better understand the experiences of youth in political violence and 
to more fully integrate efforts to assist them in leading constructive 
lives afterward. several principles underlie the center’s approach to 
this task:
1.  The center recognizes that youth are involved in politi-
cal violence in a variety of different ways, including being 
passive witnesses, voluntary fighters, and coerced soldiers. 
Each of these forms of involvement, as well as others, sug-
gests potential differences in the ideas of youth about vio-
lence, motivations for involvement in political violence, 
coping during conflict, and adaptation after conflict. 
2.  The center believes that an understanding of youth experi-
ences with political violence should be approached holis-
tically. specifically, it recognizes that prevailing historical, 
economic, cultural, ethnic, political, and religious contexts 
not only inform the origins and outcomes of conflict but 
also shape individual and collective understandings of 
conflict, its meaning, relative legitimacy, and resolution. 
it follows that approaches to understanding and assisting 
youth must also consider these contexts carefully.
3.  The center maintains that the effectiveness of program-
ming, intervention, and policy initiatives designed for 
youth in zones of political conflict can be maximized by 
a comprehensive assessment of youth experiences during 
and after conflict. specifically, it maintains that the tra-
ditional focus on the individual psychological function-
ing of adolescents in conflict zones, although certainly 
important, does not permit an adequate assessment of 
overall functioning or the need for assistance. attention 
to the breadth of adolescent daily life, including the qual-
ity of interpersonal relationships with family and friends, 
performance in school and occupational endeavors, 
adherence to cultural norms, and access to resources and 
opportunities is critical to this assessment. 
 4.  The center values the basic capacity of adolescents. it rec-
ognizes that they can be quite active in searching for the 
meaning of the political violence they are experiencing—
whether that might be to endorse it or refute it—and in 
identifying a role for themselves in it. further, the center 
values adolescents as competent reporters of their own 
experiences, particularly in the extent to which they have 
sought and found such meaning. 
5.  finally, and critically, the center holds that effective and 
efficient service to youth who face political violence can 
best be accomplished through deliberate integration 
among the several institutions and agencies that are con-
cerned about them. a variety of domestic and interna-
tional health, civic, government, religious, and academic 
groups are keenly interested in this important population 
of children. all such groups can benefit from planned col-
laboration and integration. a central purpose of the cen-
ter is to facilitate such cooperation. 
initial Focus of Center effort
Much can be learned from past experience about the potential 
integration of efforts to understand and serve adolescents who face 
political violence. accordingly, the center’s initial focus will be on 
conducting a series of case studies from both past and current con-
flicts in which adolescents are or have been involved. 
specifically, the center will convene a series of four conferences, 
to be held annually, that will focus sequentially on youth and  political DowN
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UPSiDe
A worlD tUrNeD
Upside
DowN
violence. Experts from government, academia, social services, health 
services, youth development agencies, and religious institutions will 
join to review and evaluate past and current efforts focused on youth 
in their regions. The proceedings from each of these conferences will 
be published one year later in a monograph series that will be used 
to develop a theoretical model for integrating efforts to under-
stand and assist youth in regions of political conflict.
the conferences and subsequent monographs will focus on 
discrete, regional conflicts, according to the following provi-
sional timetable: 
fall 2007  norThern ireland: case sTUdY i of YoUTh 
and PoliTical Violence
fall 2008  soUTh africa: case sTUdY ii of YoUTh 
and PoliTical Violence
fall 2009  israel/PalesTine: case sTUdY iii of YoUTh 
and PoliTical Violence
fall 2010   defininG an inTeGraTed Model of YoUTh 
and PoliTical Violence
for the fourth conference (2010), the center will convene a 
select subgroup of participants from the first three conferences 
with the goal of synthesizing a model that as comprehensively as 
possible maps the effective integration of scholarship, program-
ming, practice, and policy. that model will give critical con-
sideration to the varying roles of culture, ethnicity, the nature 
of the conflict, the role of any governing authority during and 
post-conflict, availability of support, etc. the subject of the 
fourth monograph will be the rationale, development, presenta-
tion, and suggested implementation of this model.
Additional Areas of Focus
during the course of the development of the conference/mono-
graph series, the center will pursue other endeavors, including 
compiling comprehensive reviews of relevant areas of inquiry 
and effort; translating relevant bodies of information into prod-
ucts that are readily available to differing domains of expertise 
(e.g., policymakers, practitioners, educators, parents, youth, 
etc.); and developing short-term training modules or institutes, 
undergraduate and graduate curricula and programs, and a post-
doctoral training program. 
ISHmAeL BeAH—FoRmeR CHILd SoLdIeR, 
HUmAN RIgHtS ACtIvISt, ANd BeStSeLLINg 
AUtHoR oF A Long WAy gone: MeMoirs of A 
Boy soLdier
the center hosted a seminar featuring ishmael Beah, for-
mer child soldier and author of A Long Way gone: Memoirs 
of a Boy soldier, on November 19, 2007. 
Beah was born in Sierra leone in 1980. when he was just 
11, his life was tragically disrupted by the outbreak of a 
brutal civil war. After his parents and two brothers were 
killed, Beah was recruited to fight as a child soldier. He 
fought in the army for more than two years before he was 
removed by UNiCeF and placed in a rehabilitation home. 
After he completed rehabilitation in late 1996, Beah won a 
competition to attend a conference at the United Nations 
to speak about the effects of war on children. He met laura 
Simms, who would become his foster mother and move 
him to her home in New York, at the conference. Beah 
completed high school at the United Nations international 
School in New York City and attended oberlin College in 
ohio. He currently lives in Brooklyn and works for Human 
rights watch. 
Alusine Kamara, former director of the Benin Home/reha-
bilitation Center where Beah received his rehabilitation, 
was also on the Ut Knoxville campus for the presentation. 
For information on the center and its current endeavors, 
please visit http://youthviolence.utk.edu/.
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beah and KaMara reUniTed aT UT 
KnoxVille in fall 2007 To share 
Their UniqUe firsThand PersPec-
TiVes on YoUTh and PoliTical 
Violence.
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r. Bob Kronick, professor of educational psychology and 
counseling, coordinates the university of tennessee’s 
full-service schools program to provide much needed 
services to at-risk students in several elementary schools 
and preschools. The 10-year-old program currently provides ser-
vices such as tutoring and after-school programs at inskip, sarah 
Moore greene, and green Elementary schools and the sam E. 
hill  family community center Preschool, all in Knox county. 
Kronick received the 2006 chancellor’s award for Excellence in 
academic outreach in recognition of his work with this program. 
full-service schools are based on the belief that children cannot 
learn or apply themselves fully to their studies if they are abused, 
need medical attention, or need counseling for emotional prob-
lems. for children with these needs, schools can become the best 
place to deliver the support and services. as the name suggests, full-
service schools are designed to address the unmet social, academic, 
medical, and economic needs of the students and communities 
they serve. Kronick defines a full-service school in the following 
manner: “The school becomes the community, and the commu-
nity becomes the school. one-stop shopping—whatever you need, 
we’ve got it.” The model for Kronick’s full-service schools involves 
the following:
1.  identification of students’ interests and needs by school 
staff members who are directly involved with the constitu-
ents on a daily basis.
2.  alignment of volunteer services to address high-priority 
needs.
3.  collaboration between the schools and volunteers from the 
community as well as university students, staff, and faculty. 
university volunteers have provided services related to health, 
mental health, and legal, academic, and social needs of stu-
dents and their families. additionally, the project has provided 
after-school activities and services in art, dance, music, theater, 
spanish/Esl, american sign language, soccer, and health 
clinics. 
Benefits from full-service schools include the following:
	•	 Increased	student	attendance
	•	 Increased	contacts	between	home	and	school
	•	 	Improved	 morale	 and	 more	 positive	 attitudes	 of	 school	
personnel, including principals, teachers, and staff
	•	 Improved	academic	achievement
	•	 Decreased	undesirable	student	behaviors
	•	 Improved	student	attitudes	toward	school
	•	 	Increased	use	of	resources	and	services	(e.g.	health,	mental	
health, tutoring, legal services, etc.)
	•	 	Increased	 participation	 in	 after-school	 activities	 between	
the critical hours of 3 and 8 p.m.
in recognition of the program, the college of Education, 
health, and human sciences hosted a celebration of ut’s full-
service schools and the 11th annual Billie grace goodrich distin-
guished lecture on september 25 and 27, 2007. The full-service 
schools celebration included panel discussions and presentations 
by full-service school administrators, faculty, medical profession-
als, graduate students, and Jerry Morton, director of the little ten-
nessee Valley Educational cooperative. 
ira harkavy, associate vice president and director of the cen-
ter for community Partnerships at the university of Pennsylva-
nia, was selected as this year’s distinguished goodrich lecturer. 
support for harkavy’s visit was provided by the college of Edu-
cation, health, and human sciences; the goodrich family; the 
whatever you need, 
we’ve got it
fUll-serVice schools
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howard h. Baker Jr. center for Public Policy; the chancellor’s 
honors Program; and the great schools Partnership. his visit 
was designed to highlight service learning and community part-
nerships. harkavy is an award-winning scholar and administra-
tor who helped pioneer service learning and participatory action 
research projects at the university of Pennsylvania. his presenta-
tion was entitled “university-school-community Partnerships: 
strategies for realizing the Mission of higher Education and the 
Promise of american democracy.” 
CeNteR FoR PUBLIC HeALtH PoLICy  
ANd ReSeARCH 
Dr. Paul erwin has been appointed director of the new Center 
for Public Health Policy and research. erwin has been the east 
tennessee regional director of the tennessee Department of 
Health since 1995. He took his new post on September 1, 2007. 
the center will be housed in the College of education, Health, 
and Human Sciences. 
the mission of the center is 
to help improve the health 
of tennesseans through 
research and teaching. the 
center will accomplish that 
goal by coordinating the 
academic units on cam-
pus that research public 
health initiatives and the 
programs that train public 
health professionals.
the center has had an 
informal infrastructure since 
it was first envisioned three 
years ago by Dr. Jay whelan, 
professor and head of the 
Department of Nutrition. whelan served as temporary director, 
working with a board made up of deans, department heads, 
and officials from local and state health departments.
“the pieces of the puzzle are on campus. the center puts the 
pieces together and solidifies our common projects and goals 
of strengthening an emphasis on health at the university,” 
whelan said. “i am excited Chancellor loren Crabtree and 
the university administration value this health initiative. it’s an 
investment in the University of tennessee and the state.”
“Dr. Paul erwin is eminently qualified to serve as the founding 
director of this new center. His medical credentials and experi-
ence in the public health arena will serve Ut well as we engage 
in the important work of improving the health and well-being of 
tennesseans,” said Dr. Bob rider, dean of the college.
erwin will further develop the center’s growth and define its 
role on campus and in east tennessee. “the opportunities for 
exploring and understanding the relationships between the 
performance of public health systems, health outcomes, and 
health inequities are great. the Center for Public Health Policy 
and research can contribute to this by engaging students and 
faculty in various health-related fields through community-
based, participatory research,” erwin said.
“it is also an opportune moment for being on the front end of 
research and evaluation for newly developing national pro-
grams such as public health accreditation,” he said.
aboVe: dean rider is joined bY GUesTs for The 11Th annUal 
 billie Grace Goodrich disTinGUished lecTUre. lefT To riGhT: 
dr. bob Kronic, coordinaTor of UT’s fUll-serVice school 
 ProjecT; dean bob rider; ProVosT roberT holUb; GUesT 
sPeaKer, dr. ira harKaVY; and alan c. loWe, direcTor of  
The hoWard baKer cenTer.
elisa lUna, PrinciPal of insKiP eleMenTarY school and Michael  
caTalana, direcTor of TreaTMenT serVices aT The caMeloT cenTer.
dr. PaUl erWin
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sTUdenTs froM cracoW Uni-
VersiTY of econoMics VisiTed 
neW YorK ciTY and KnoxVille 
for an oVerVieW of reTailinG, 
MarKeTinG, and consUMer 
behaVior in The UniTed sTaTes. 
UT KnoxVille sTUdenTs Will 
TraVel To Poland in MaY 2008 
for a siMilar sTUdY-abroad 
exPerience. 
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another  culture and to become sensitive to the differences inherent 
in that culture. she has tracked graduates of the retail program and 
seen that many of them are accepting positions with international 
responsibilities upon graduation.
This fall, Polish students visited the united states. faculty from 
the department of retail, hospitality, and tourism Management 
met the Polish students in new york city. While there, the Pol-
ish students were introduced to former ut students and industry 
partners, including saks incorporated and nine West. after their 
visit to new york, the students traveled to Knoxville, where they 
were exposed to a variety of retail experiences:
	 •	 	A	day	trip	to	Anderson,	South	Carolina,	 to	visit	 the	Wal-
greens distribution center. This center has a progressive 
model for hiring individuals with disabilities.
	 •	 A	visit	to	the	Jewelry	Network	Channel.	There	is	no	expo-
sure to home shopping in Poland, so this visit provided stu-
dents with an overview of a different retailing venue.
	 •	 A	visit	to	the	Levi	Strauss	Regional	Office.	During	this	visit	an	
advisory board member presented the levi’s clothing line to the 
visiting students. levi’s is a very popular brand in Poland and 
is seen as a global icon. students also heard a lecture from the 
vendor’s side about partnerships with retailers.
	 •	 A	 visit	 to	 Goody’s	 Product	 Development	 offices,	 which	
included an overview of the steps involved in developing 
new product lines.
	 •	 An	invitation	to	attend	the	department’s	Board	of	Visitors	
meeting, which provided the Polish students with an oppor-
tunity to meet leaders from the industry.
in May 2008 a group of retailing students from the 
department of retail, hospitality, and tourism Management 
will travel to Poland for a study program. support for this 
exchange program has been provided through the university’s 
ready for the World initiative and the college’s international and 
intercultural council. 
Ready 
for the 
W    RlD
an exchanGe
ProGraM beTWeen
The deParTMenT of
reTail,  hosPiTaliTY,
and ToUrisM 
ManaGeMenT and 
cracoW UniVersiTY of
econoMics in Poland
t
he formal academic 
cooperation agree-
ment between cracow 
university of Econom-
ics and the department of 
retail, hospitality, and tour-
ism Management is provid-
ing research and study-abroad 
opportunities for students 
and faculty. dr. ann fairhurst 
was responsible for formal-
izing the agreement between 
the two institutions. What 
began with fairhurst receiv-
ing an invitation as a guest lecturer at cracow university of Economics 
eventually led to a formal exchange program. according to fairhurst, 
the formal agreement came about in recognition of the department fac-
ulty’s global retailing expertise. administrators from the department of 
commerce and trade at the cracow university of Economics saw the 
potential for a mutually beneficial exchange program. The goals of the 
formal agreement include
	 •	 	Providing	 faculty	 and	 students	 with	 exposure	 to	 global	
retailing models.
	 •	 Initiating	a	student	exchange	program.
	 •	 Promoting	the	exchange	of	scientific	knowledge.
	 •	 Developing	collaborative	research	projects.
	 •	 Organizing	joint	conferences	and	seminars.
fairhurst said a driving force behind this project was the fact 
that Poland recently had come out of communist rule and become 
a free-market society. This prompted faculty in cracow to have a 
significant interest in retailing, marketing, and consumer behav-
ior. faculty from both institutions recognized that both u.s. 
and Polish students would benefit from an exchange program. 
fairhurst believes it is crucial for her students to be exposed to 
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intercultural impact
he council on international and intercultural initiatives was 
established in 2005 to help guide the college’s response to 
the university’s ready for the World initiative. The council is 
made up of faculty representatives from all departments in the 
college, a member of the dean’s staff, a graduate student, and a 
representative from ut’s center for international Education. in Janu-
ary 2007, the council announced the availability of funds, provided by 
the dean’s office, to be used in support of international and intercultural 
initiatives. The college community’s response to the request for proposals 
demonstrated its enthusiastic commitment to the ready for the World 
effort. Thirteen proposals were funded during the past academic year. at 
least half of the proposals approved by the council included matching 
funds from other sources: ut’s ready for the World office, departmental 
funds, or external funding agencies.
college funding will again be available in 2008 to support 
 faculty research related to international and intercultural initiatives. 
This progressive model for encouraging such research reflects the 
college’s commitment to supporting the chancellor’s ready for the 
World goals. faculty will also be encouraged to include both under-
graduate and graduate students in their international and intercul-
tural research projects. faculty members receiving funds in 2007 are 
listed here, along with brief descriptions of their projects.
Debbie wooten and Gina Barclay-Mclaughlin 
(tPte): Using Cultural Autobiographies to 
Transform Curriculum Teaching and Learning
The cultural autobiography is designed to be a recollection of one’s 
personal and developmental experiences and professional evolution 
related to differences in race, culture, class, gender orientation, and 
socioeconomic circumstances. The project involved development of 
a collection of cultural autobiographies from selected faculty and 
staff of the department of Theory and Practice in teacher Educa-
tion. faculty and staff members will be videotaped, and finished pre-
sentations will be available on dVd for instructional purposes. 
Guoxun Chen (Nutrition): Plan for recruiting 
students from China
chen traveled to china to discuss a possible formal relationship between 
the cEhhs, the department of nutrition, the college of life sciences 
and college of Medicine at Wuhan university, and the college of life 
sciences at the south-central university of nationalities in Wuhan. ten-
tative agreements include the establishment of a testing and coordinating 
center at Wuhan university to provide guidance for students interested 
in applying to ut as graduate or undergraduate students. The center will 
also prepare them for study in the united states. 
t
cehhs suPPoRts 
cultuRally DiVeRse 
PRojects
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several other projects and ideas were discussed by chen and his 
hosts, including the possible establishment of a confucius college at ut. 
The facility would accommodate teachers seeking to develop chinese 
language competency and provide resources to schools needing trained 
language instructors. 
Marianne woodside and tricia McClam 
(ePC): Muslims in America: implications for 
 Counseling and Human services
detroit is home to one of the oldest and largest Muslim populations 
in north america. The nature of the work done by the human service 
agencies that provide assistance to arab americans and arab immigrants 
is the focus of this project. Woodside and Mcclam traveled to detroit to 
interview service providers who work with this population to learn how 
Muslim religion and culture influence service delivery. 
Ann Fairhurst (rHtM): A Collaboration Between 
the University of Tennessee and the University 
of economics in Poland
in 2005, the department of retail, hospitality and tourism Man-
agement signed an agreement with the university of Econom-
ics in cracow, Poland. This agreement enhances collaborative ties 
with cracow and ut Knoxville in research, student, and faculty 
exchanges. in May 2007, retail and consumer science students and 
faculty members participated in a weeklong international retailing 
Program in cracow. The reciprocal visit from nine Polish students is 
described on page 15.
John Antun (rHtM): Creating a Multicultural 
Cookbook
This project will transform a hotel, restaurant, and tourism 
Management course in Quantity food Production by enhancing 
its international and intercultural content. The 
product, a multicultural and multinational 
student cookbook, will be available to the 
university community.
lynn Hodge (tPte): 
 Unpacking the num-
bers: Mathematical 
experiences of Cultur-
ally diverse  students
The purpose of hodge’s project 
is to support undergraduate and 
graduate students’ understanding of 
diverse learners as well as their under-
standing of how race and local commu-
nity influence students’ mathematical 
learning and to provide doctoral students 
in mathematics education with research 
experiences that focus on students’ cultural 
identities and local communities. The project is described on page 7. 
Jeffrey Davis (tPte): Window to Tibet:  
exploring Tibetan religion, Culture, and Music
in collaboration with colleagues in ut’s department of reli-
gious studies, davis helped bring to ut a program about 
tibetan religion, culture, and music. funds supported the pre-
sentation of two cultural events that reflect the traditions and 
heritage of tibetan Buddhism in the modern world. a tibetan 
Buddhist monk and abbot of Kagyu tubten choling Monastery 
in Wappingers falls, new york, traveled to ut to present a docu-
mentary film and performances of tibetan religious and cultural 
life. he was accompanied by a tibetan language translator and a 
group of 20 performers of tibetan music and dance. These two 
events showcased the resiliency and vitality of tibetan language, 
culture, and religious tradition in the modern world. 
terrell Strayhorn (ePC) and students:  
international Master’s Program in Higher  
education at germany’s Kassel University
strayhorn and several graduate students participated in a week-
long module of intensive coursework and discussion at the 
international Master’s Programme in higher Education at Kas-
sel university in germany. The program creates an international 
classroom for English-speaking students from around the world, 
which allows participants to learn from many diverse perspec-
tives. students received graduate credit for participation and 
completion of course requirements. 
This project was designed to achieve four objectives: (1) to 
improve the engagement in international and intercultural edu-
cation of faculty and graduate students at ut Knoxville; (2) to 
engage in meaningful dialogue about the nature and content of 
undergraduate general education curriculum in two countries—
the united states and germany—such that intercultural exchange 
would be inevitable and new ideas identified and 
implemented where possible; (3) to con-
duct empirical research that explores the 
process and content of higher education 
learning in germany with a particu-
lar focus on Kassel university; and 
(4) to transform the undergradu-
ate and graduate curricula at ut 
Knoxville through the enhance-
ment of international and inter-
cultural content. 
Naima Moustaid-Moussa 
(Nutrition): research 
 Collaboration and  development 
of a  student research exchange 
 Program with the  University of 
 Bordeaux
in March 2007, Moustaid-Moussa traveled to Bordeaux, 
france, to pursue research collaborations and the  development of 
intercultural impact
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intercultural impact
student research internships and exchange pro-
grams in nutritional biochemistry between 
the two schools. This initiative included 
undergraduate lectures in the area of 
cell biology,  physiology, and nutrition 
at the university of Bordeaux and 
development of an exchange program 
between Bordeaux and ut for senior 
undergraduate students and master’s 
students in the field of nutritional 
biochemistry. Moustaid-Moussa also 
conducted research in a host laboratory 
at the European institute for chemistry 
and Biology. one of the goals of her 
project was to develop research exchange 
programs between the university of Bor-
deaux and ut. 
Fritz Polite & win (Gi-Yong) Koo (eSSlS): 
ready for the World: Bridging the Cultural 
divide via Collaborations in international 
sport Business Management
this project aimed to establish formal working relationships 
with yonsei university through intensive dialogue and discus-
sions. a research exchange allows faculty from both universi-
ties the opportunity to share results from their ongoing work 
and research expertise and to serve as mentors for students at 
the partner university. the focus is on research in marketing, 
various theoretical models of branding, consumption behavior, 
and sociocultural aspects of sport and leisure activities of both 
countries. this will be accomplished through study-abroad pro-
grams, faculty exchanges, internships, and international research 
opportunities. 
lynn woolsey (tPte): Hand to Hand: out-
reach for education of the deaf and instruc-
tion in  Caring for infants and Children with 
Hearing Loss and other disabilities
The primary goal of this project is the development of a recip-
rocal relationship between the Ministry of Education, culture, 
and science of Mongolia and the ut Knoxville department 
of Theory and Practice in teacher Education, specifically 
the program in deaf education. Woolsey plans to establish a 
link between professionals and families in tennessee and profes-
sionals and families who live and work in Mongolia. she will 
accomplish this goal in part through the development of vid-
eotapes and dVds that depict the lives of people with hearing 
loss, both in tennessee and in Mongolia. These recordings will 
be shared with students in the deaf education program as well 
as with families and educators in the united states and Mon-
golia. Woolsey traveled to Mongolia in april 2007 to begin 
this initiative.
rita Hagevik (tPte): Brazil-
UTK Connections: Teacher 
to Teacher
The goals of this exploratory proj-
ect are: (1) to improve faculty and 
student capacity to engage in 
international and intercultural 
education; and (2) to trans-
form the graduate curricula by 
adding international and inter-
cultural components through 
video and computer conferenc-
ing to science graduate courses and 
middle grades education courses. This 
project will serve as a model for other fac-
ulty on ways to use teleconferencing technol-
ogies to develop multicultural and intercultural 
relationships. Phase one of the project began in the 
summer of 2007 with two graduate students from tPtE travel-
ing to Brazil to team with teachers in that country. hagevick, 
along with a colleague at north carolina state university, has 
previously established connections with Brazil. 
John Peters (ePC): expanding on a Linkage with 
the University of Milan
This project builds on an earlier linkage and a memorandum of 
agreement established between the ut department of child and 
family studies and faculty at the university of Milan-Bicocca. Peters 
sought to extend this relationship to include faculty and students 
in the department of Educational Psychology and counseling. 
The possibilities include faculty exchanges, joint research projects, 
and opportunities for study at ut and in Milan. conversations in 
June 2007 with the Milan faculty resulted in preliminary plans for 
faculty visits. 
facUlTY and sTUdenTs froM The cehhs PrePare TheMselVes for 
inTernaTional and inTercUlTUral career oPPorTUniTies.
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ran might be one of the last places in the world where you would 
expect a group of american women to play softball. But they 
were there last summer; out on a makeshift softball field with 
 iranian women. in order for curious family mem-
bers, friends, and media to watch the ameri can 
and iranian teams compete, both teams 
donned hijab—long pants and long sleeves. 
sarah hillyer, a doctoral student in sports 
sociology, helped make this scenario possible 
through her work as the women’s sports coordinator 
with global sports Partners.
global sports Partners is a nonprofit organization 
 working in nearly 50 countries in the Middle East, africa, 
and East and central asia to help develop sports programs 
and to foster the idea of sport as a tool for peace. hillyer has been 
involved with the company since 1993 and has traveled to iran eight 
times. she went last december to help train coaches and umpires for 
an iranian softball league for women of all ages. The iran softball 
 federation invited global sports Partners to train the women so 
that one day the country might have teams able to compete at an 
olympic level. 
hillyer went back to iran last summer with a team of 
former college softball players to play in the first-ever 
friendship cup softball tournament against 
the iranian teams she had helped create
as they traveled to the practice field on the 
first day, hillyer was filled with emotion. 
“These were the same women i spent a month 
training last winter. They have come so far. When i first 
met the players they had never even seen the sport, not even 
on television. When we saw each other, we embraced and shared 
in the excitement of the moment,” she said. “This was their first 
opportunity to play on a national platform and against an interna-
tional team. it was also the first time their fathers, brothers, uncles, 
and male friends could watch them compete. in iran, men usually 
are not allowed to watch women playing sports, but in this case we 
student spotlight 
i
World 
S i
sarah hillyer 
Teaches sofTball 
in iran
a UniVersiTY of Tennessee sTUdenT’s loVe of 
sPorT ToUches The liVes of iranian WoMen. 
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played according to islamic law and dressed in uniforms with veils 
and long shirts to cover our legs.”
an iranian woman named arezu had a message for american 
women. “i want to send them all a message of peace and tell them 
that despite our differences, despite the differences in our societies 
and the way we live, we can be great friends.”
“We played a different team every day and had an opportunity 
to encourage the women in a sport we love so much. The grounds 
surrounding the field where we played were filled with women on 
one side—moms, aunts, sisters, and friends—and men on the other—
fathers, uncles, brothers, and curious on-lookers. The grass directly 
surrounding the field was covered with media crews, photographers, 
and journalists,” hillyer said. 
The tournament lasted a week, and hillyer plans to return to 
iran in March of 2008 to train more fledgling softball players. 
“it was difficult to leave them behind. We could have stayed for-
ever playing with them and sharing in the lives,” hillyer said. “The 
iranian people are very hospitable, warm, kind, and love american 
people. Events like the friendship cup softball tournament prob-
ably won’t make an immediate impact on the diplomatic relations 
between our countries; but at least on a people-to-people basis, we 
are making a difference through sport.” 
hillyer is already planning new projects. she and ashleigh huff-
man, another ut doctoral student in sports sociology, plan to con-
duct a sport for life Peace camp for israeli and Palestinian girls 
to promote peace through sport. to raise money for the project, 
they will host a camp for Jewish, Muslim and christian youth in 
Knoxville. for information on these projects contact sarah hillyer 
at shillyer@utk.edu. 
student spotlight
Tehran PiTcher deliVers a sTriKe. 
iranian PiTcher froM bUshehr, iran. all The PlaYers Wore 
hijab, islaMic bodY and head coVerinGs, insTead of TYPical 
UniforMs.
anGel PiGG hiTs firsT hoMerUn in iran.
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student spotlight
aboVe: alissa raxTer PiTched for The aMerican 
Global sPorTs ParTners TeaM. 
aboVe: hillYer caPTUres filM ThaT Will be Used in 
an UPcoMinG docUMenTarY on her WorK deVeloPinG 
sofTball in iran.
lefT: U.s. and iranian TeaM MeMbers share More 
Than sofTball. 
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by Vey M. Nordquist, department head
Promoting and evaluating Best teaching 
Practices
 Dr. Mary Jane Moran, is an associate professor and the director of the 
teacher research and documentation center. she and several under-
graduate and graduate students have continued to focus their research 
efforts on completing a two-and-a-half-year study of teacher supervision. 
The goal was to make visible professional teacher supervision so that 
members of the research team could collectively analyze ways that teach-
ers’ behaviors developed. as one professional teacher noted:
  . . . working closely with teaching peers and looking at my own prac-
tice taught me to listen, truly listen, not just hear words, but to listen 
to verbal as well as nonverbal communication from others. In turn, it 
forced me to be intentional about how I guide pre-service student teach-
ers along their journey. I found, in watching myself, that every question 
or thought a student poses is powerful. Because I learned to open up 
and listen, I also found the answers that each particular student needed, 
whether I gave the student the answer or allowed her to find it on her 
own. This gave my guidance and mentoring a path and a purpose.
 recent school reform efforts and recommendations to raise profes-
sional standards for teacher certification require mentor teachers 
to create experiences that move novice teachers beyond a transmis-
sion orientation toward one of decision-maker, critical thinker, and 
inquirer. Moran and her students videotaped supervisory teachers in 
one-on-one conferences with student teachers, then developed an ana-
lytic technique called “video-narrative,” which is both an outcome and 
a methodological tool of teacher supervision. The multi-media narra-
tive records are a synthesis of the coupling and cycling of talk, text, 
and tape, and makes visible the practice of teacher supervision. Moran 
hopes eventually to demonstrate how the video-narrative method helps 
supervisors promote best practices in student teachers and ultimately 
contributes to more effective learning in young children, particularly 
those at-risk for developmental and learning problems. 
findings from this research are discussed fully in the team’s first publica-
tion, which can be found at http://coinquiry. org/vol1num3/articles.html.
department of child & family studies
The mission of the department of child and family studies (cfs) is to study 
development in natural contexts, such as the home, school, and neighborhoods, and to 
gather new knowledge about children, youth, and families at risk for developmental prob-
lems. Much of the research that is done is applied in nature; that is, it has direct implica-
tions for prevention and intervention efforts to reduce or eliminate risk conditions.
New Developments in early education 
•	 	Chancellor	 Loren	 Crabtree	 allocated	 approximately	
$500,000 to construct a new Early learning center (Elc) 
and playground on lake avenue. the new facility was 
completed and opened in august 2007. it currently serves 
more than 30 students. the Elc is a laboratory school 
affiliated with the department of child and family stud-
ies.  the Elc provides full-day early education programs. 
the mission of the Elc is to generate knowledge and 
practices that improve the field of early education. 
the department of cfs is committed to engaging in 
meaningful, interdisciplinary research that makes a 
difference in the lives of children and families, prepar-
ing high quality early childhood teachers and providing 
exemplary early education programs. for more infor-
mation about the Early learning center, please go to 
http://elc.utk.edu/. 
•	 	A	 second	 new	 facility	 is	 about	 to	 open	 on	 the	 campus	 of	
south doyle high school. Dr. rena hallam obtained fund-
ing support from the cornerstone foundation as well as 
Knox county schools to renovate a building on the high 
school campus where a new program will serve 15 3-year-old 
children who are at risk for developmental and/or behavior 
problems. the lead teacher is Kaitlin Bargreen, who is a 
certified teacher and a student in the department’s Ph.d. 
program. the program is scheduled for mornings, five days 
a week. this will allow Bargreen to spend the afternoons 
preparing daily activities and making regular visits to the 
children’s homes. the half-day program also will allow stu-
dents at south doyle high school to enroll in child devel-
opment courses and participate in practicum experiences. 
the hope is that the program will eventually be replicated 
in other high schools in the city. future plans call for cfs 
faculty to evaluate the potential benefits of the program on 
children and families. 
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Creation of Statewide Center for Parenting
 Dr. heidi stolz, assistant professor of child and family studies, and 
Dr. Denise Brandon, associate professor of family and consumer sci-
ences in ut Extension, are codirectors of the new ut center for 
Parenting. The center is a collaborative effort between the two depart-
ments. The center’s mission is “to strengthen parent-child relation-
ships by coordinating and enriching existing parent education efforts 
in tennessee.” its objectives are
	 •	 	To	link parent educators, parents, and resources.
	 •	 	To	translate current parenting research for multiple audi-
ences.
	 •	 	To	facilitate and recognize best practice programs and 
methods.
	 •	 	To	professionalize parent education in tennessee.
	 •	 	To	provide learning opportunities for undergraduate and 
graduate students.
	 •	 	To	conduct basic and applied research on parenting and 
parent education.
  during the past two years, stolz and Brandon and several cfs 
graduate students conducted a comprehensive survey of all 
of the parent education programs in tennessee for the pur-
pose of learning where programs are located, the populations 
of parents that are served, the kinds of services offered, how 
programs are evaluated, the costs of services, program needs, 
and interest in sharing information about services with other 
parenting programs. as a result of this effort, the research 
team learned there is a great need in tennessee for a center 
that can serve as a clearinghouse for information about par-
ent education programs and relevant parenting research 
while offering a number of coordinated services to parents 
and providers. 
  although still in its infancy, the ut center for Parenting 
currently offers membership in the online tennessee Parent 
Educator directory; an opportunity to join the c4P news 
listserv and receive quarterly e-newsletters about research, 
training opportunities, and parent education developments 
on the state, regional, and national levels; posting of parenting 
and family classes in a searchable online class calendar; and 
an opportunity to search the center’s curriculum database. 
 
  The center also offers affordable program evaluations, regional 
mini-conferences with research updates for practitioners, 
research-based tip sheets for parents and practitioners, a 
speaker’s bureau of no-fee speakers for community programs, 
collaborative grant writing with community agencies, and 
basic and applied research on parent-child relations. 
  all of these service and research opportunities, as well as other 
information about the ut center for Parenting, can be found 
on the center’s website at http://center4parenting.org. 
the early experiences of  
infants and toddlers At risk
Dr. hillary Fouts and Dr. rena hallam are assistant professors in the 
department and the codirectors of the Early Experiences research center 
(EErc). The EErc was created recently by fouts and hallam as a space 
to house each of their individual and collaborative research projects, as 
well as to create an environment where undergraduate and graduate stu-
dents can gain hands-on experience while contributing to the center’s 
research goals. 
 This year the research team initiated the daily Experiences Project, an 
effort to document the daily experiences of high-risk infants and tod-
dlers in East tennessee. in this project the team defined risk in terms 
of poverty, as there are many infants and toddlers in East tennessee 
who live in poverty and there are very few programs that serve these 
populations. documenting the daily experiences of high-risk infants 
and toddlers included observing them in their normal daily settings, 
whether in formal childcare programs or at home with their parents, 
extended  family members, and friends.
studies of older children in poverty have documented substantial 
distinctions between home and school, which include differences in 
language use, interaction style, and type and quantity of talk. how-
ever, very little information exists regarding the differing experiences 
of infants and toddlers in formal childcare contexts and home or 
family contexts. By documenting these contexts, the research team 
will be able to identify  continuity and discontinuity among the con-
texts, which should allow them to conduct a much larger longitu-
dinal study to examine the impact of discontinuity among contexts 
on children’s social and emotional development and educational 
outcomes. The data collected this year served as a basis for prepara-
tion of a major grant application now under review at the national 
institutes of health. 
evaluating the effects of an  
early intervention Service System 
Dr. Vey M. Nordquist has served for the past 18 years as the princi-
pal investigator for a grant that supports tennessee’s Early interven-
tion system (tEis) in the East tennessee district of the state. tEis 
provides services to children with disabilities and their families in 
16 counties surrounding Knoxville. The program in the East ten-
nessee district is one of nine that cover the entire state. four years 
ago, nordquist received funds from the tennessee department of 
Education to fund a three-year research project, “Pathways to family 
Empowerment,” which evaluated the quality of tEis services and 
the impact of tEis service coordinators on families in all nine dis-
tricts. Dr. Brian Barber and Dr. sandra Twardosz have served as 
consultants on the project since its conception. Dr. Bryan higgins 
and Dr. Fred Coulter, both of whom completed their dissertation 
research using Pathways data, continued to serve as members of the 
research team after they received their doctoral degrees in fall 2005 
and spring 2006, respectively. Dr. Joe Olsen, an associate  professor 
department of child & family studies
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and assistant dean at Brigham young university, also served as a sta-
tistical consultant in 2006 and 2007. all of these individuals have 
plans to meet in 2008 and continue working together on various 
components of the project.
tEis service delivery is guided by a set of principles and early 
intervention procedures that are family-centered and that empower 
families to act with more autonomy, confidence, and greater effec-
tiveness on behalf of their children’s developmental needs. The 
Pathways research Project was designed to evaluate the extent to 
which tEis service coordinators utilized family-centered practices 
and test what was largely a theoretical assumption of the relation-
ship between family-centered practices and parental empowerment 
outcomes. during the past year, the research team conducted a series 
of analyses using survey data that were obtained from samples of 
single mothers, married mothers whose husbands elected not to 
participate in the research (mothers only), and couples consisting 
of a mother and a father who were married and who completed 
the evaluation questionnaire separately. The findings revealed that 
tEis service coordinators were using a variety of family-centered 
practices and that families were universally very pleased with the 
quality and timeliness of tEis services. The findings also showed 
that family-centered practices and parental empowerment outcomes 
were consistently and positively related for single mothers, mothers 
only, and couples. 
another component of the Pathways research Project is concerned 
with family literacy activities that occur in the homes of young chil-
dren with disabilities. Dr. sandra Twardosz has led the research 
in this area and is currently revising a manuscript for publication 
along with nordquist and a former masters’ student, Juli sams, 
who used the Pathways literacy data for her thesis research and is the 
lead author of the research article. heather sedges Wallace, who 
is a doctoral student in cfs, and Courtney Barnes, who is in the 
department’s masters program, are pursuing dissertation and thesis 
research, respectively, that should expand knowledge about family 
literacy activities in the homes of young children with disabilities 
as well as children who are at risk for developmental problems. The 
hope is that this information will eventually serve as the basis for 
developing and evaluating intervention procedures to help parents 
promote literacy development in their disabled and at-risk children.
in summary, the past year has been very productive for the depart-
ment of child and family studies, with faculty as principal and co-
principal investigators receiving more than $3 million in combined 
funding. These funds were used to support research, service, and 
training activities; undergraduate and graduate students involved in 
faculty research projects; departmental infrastructure (equipment, 
supplies, consultant support); and university facilities (maintenance 
of space). our faculty members published in major journals in their 
respective fields and consistently presented scholarly findings at 
national and international conferences. 
NeW FACULty
Sean durham
Position: Director of the early learning 
Center for research and Practice and 
Clinical Assistant Professor
educational Background: B.A. in eng-
lish from Jacksonville State University, 
Jacksonville, Alabama; M.A. in educa-
tional administration from oral roberts University, tulsa, okla-
homa; and Ph.D. in early childhood education from louisiana 
State University
Research Interests: investigating the sociomoral atmosphere 
in early childhood classrooms. Durham has developed a 
Sociomoral Atmosphere rating template (SMArt) in conjunc-
tion with his research.
department of child & family studies
sean dUrhaM, direcTor of The earlY learninG cenTer,
is a freqUenT VisiTor so he is able To inTeracT WiTh children 
enrolled in The cenTer. 
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by Steve McCallum, department head
department of educational psychology & counseling
intercultural initiatives to support his travel and research 
as well as that of three graduate students—James DeVita, 
amanda Blakewood, and shanna Pendergrast—in 
Kassel, germany. They participated in the studying gen-
der change Management: international Master’s Pro-
gramme in higher Education from May 21 to May 25. 
The weeklong course of study included group activities, 
open dialogue, and critical writing exercises. as a result of 
this project, this team will continue to forge collaborative 
research partnerships on the role of gender in higher edu-
cation with colleagues at Kassel university. 
	 •	 	Several	 existing	 courses	 have	 been	 infused	 with	 interna-
tional/intercultural content. Psycho-educational issues in 
human development, a course for teacher education stu-
dents, includes a unit that deals with personal, national, 
and international values. among these values are inter-
nationalism, tolerance of dissent, fundamentalism, and 
environmentalism. Personality and Mental health surveys 
personality and mental health issues within the current 
social context, including an exploration of the interface 
between culture, religion, and counseling. in interview-
ing and counseling techniques, students learn to identify 
cultural barriers to counseling and acquire the basic verbal 
and nonverbal skills to work with a diverse clientele. at the 
graduate level, Multicultural counseling, which it taken by 
students in mental health counseling, school counseling, 
school psychology, counseling psychology, and exercise sci-
ence, among others, teaches the skills needed to work with 
diverse populations. 
	 •	 	Two	 additional	 undergraduate	 courses	 also	 have	 been	
infused with significant intercultural/international content 
The University of Tennessee has historically concentrated on pre-
paring graduates to serve the state and region. now, more than 
at any time in the past, the focus is shifting. UT graduates will compete for jobs with 
graduates from other institutions in the state and region, but also from across the 
nation, and more importantly, outside the country. Globalization is a reality, and many 
jobs U.s. students once took for granted are being taken by workers in other countries. 
outsourcing is increasingly common. We must prepare our graduates to compete with 
the brightest and best—not just regionally, but nationally and internationally. 
What is the department of Educational Psychology and counsel-
ing (EPc) doing to ensure that its students are adequately prepared 
for	 the	 larger	 environment?	Our	 faculty	 and	 students	 have	 taken	
advantage of several vehicles to ensure that they develop the global 
perspective they need. to emphasize this changing orientation, the 
university-wide ready for the World initiative and the strategic plans 
of the college of Education, health, and human sciences and EPc 
contain goals and language to support international activities. The 
value EPc faculty members place on these activities is consistent 
with the core values of the college and includes “the appreciation of 
diversity and similarity among our students, staff, and faculty” and 
“intercultural and international engagement.”
We are implementing these values in a number of ways. 
	 •	 	We	have	found	our	website	invaluable	in	recruiting	inter-
national students to our master’s and doctoral programs. in 
fact, 50 percent of the students in the applied Educational 
Psychology Program are international students. in 2006– 
07 students from taiwan, china, romania, and Mexico 
enrolled in our degree programs. Their presence diversifies 
our student body and enriches the learning experiences of 
all students and faculty. 
	 •	 	As	 faculty,	 we	 are	 committed	 to	working	 collaboratively	
with our students. This includes international endeavors. 
during 2006–07, EPc students and faculty presented at 
professional conferences in Belgium (Dr. steve McCal-
lum), italy (Dr. Terrell strayhorn), nova scotia (Dr. Mary 
Ziegler, Michelle anderson, and Jackie Taylor), Brit-
ish columbia (Cassandra Walker), Mexico (Dr. John 
Peters), Paris (Jessica lester), and greece (Dr. John 
Peters and annie Gray). Dr. Terrell strayhorn, assis-
tant professor and special assistant to the provost, received 
a grant from the college’s council for international and 
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NeW FACULty
Jennifer morrow
Position: Assistant Professor
educational Background: B.A. in psy-
chology from the University of rhode 
island; M.S. in psychology from rhode 
island College; Ph. D. in experimental 
psychology from the University of 
rhode island
Research Interests: Designing program evaluation in the 
areas of K–12 and higher education, health promotion, and 
community-based programs; studying student develop-
ment in the areas of substance misuse, belonging, and 
college persistence; and teaching research methods and 
statistics including research on effectiveness of utilizing 
peer mentors, web-enhanced pedagogies, and collabora-
tive pedagogies.
as the result of a visit Dr. Tricia McClam and Dr. Mari-
anne Woodside made to united arab Emirates univer-
sity. Their trip was supported by a grant from the ready 
for the World initiative, and their courses now include 
an exploration of Muslim culture and its implications 
for counseling in the united states. The college’s council 
on international and intercultural initiatives supported a 
follow-up visit to detroit, home to one of the oldest and 
largest Muslim populations in north america.
	 •	 	The	college’s	Council	on	International	and	Intercultural	Ini-
tiatives is chaired by Dr. John Peters, professor of collabora-
tive learning. he was the founding chair of the council and 
will serve a third term in 2007–08. as part of his own inter-
national commitments, Peters chaired a symposium that 
was part of a bi-national conference on teaching English in 
Mexico and spanish in the united states. This conference, 
held in Monterrey, Mexico, was sponsored jointly by ut 
Knoxville and the university of sonora. his other activities 
include workshops for faculty at the university of sonora 
and the university of Milan. as an expansion of the college’s 
international involvement, Peters accompanied dean Bob 
rider to the university of arizona to negotiate a memoran-
dum of understanding designed to expand each university’s 
involvement in international activities. 
	 •	 	Dr. Grady Bogue, professor in higher education admin-
istration, was one of two international consultants invited 
to work in the strategic Policy and research office of 
the canadian human resources office (learning Policy 
directorate) to develop a profile of performance indicators 
for higher education in canada. he traveled to ottawa in 
May for that work. 
	 •	 	Dr. Kathy Greenberg hosted the Xi Biennial interna-
tional association of cognitive Education and  Psychology 
department of educational psychology & counseling
in Knoxville this summer. Participants from 14 coun-
tries attended the conference. five doctoral students 
in applied educational psychology presented at the 
conference. 
 EPc faculty members take seriously the charge to prepare 
their students for the world, and our students are working hard 
to make themselves marketable not just locally, but globally. But 
in today’s fast-paced world, skills can become obsolete in a few 
years. consequently, faculty and students are not only learning 
the skills needed in today’s world, but they are also internalizing 
the importance of learning how to learn, how to become life-
long learners, how to become self-directed in pursuit of chang-
ing technologies, and how to face change enthusiastically.  
UniVersiTY of Tennessee, KnoxVille, Profes-
sors Tricia McclaM and Marianne Woodside 
TraVeled To UniTed arab eMiraTes UniVersiTY 
To helP infUse Their coUrses WiTh an Under-
sTandinG of MUsliM cUlTUre. 
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by Joy DeSensi, department head
department of exercise, sport, & leisure studies
 challenges and changes in the World of sports.” The conference 
speakers included andy holich, president of business operations for 
the Memphis grizzlies; scott Paddock, director of sports marketing 
for gatorade; John alhtoff, college sports sponsorship coordinator 
for state farm insurance; and Mike Paul, president, MgP & asso-
ciates, a public relations firm. having exposure to top executives 
in the sports industry through this annual conference has provided 
students with opportunities for developing their careers in sport 
management. The adidas Partners in sports student development 
Program is a cooperative venture involving adidas america and 
the ut professional preparation program in sport management. 
Partners in sports encourages the development of leaders for the 
growing sports industry throughout the world. locally, Partners in 
sports has assisted in many facets of sport management. students 
have organized Punt, Pass & Kick competitions, worked at nation-
wide tour events, assisted with ncaa and southeastern confer-
ence championship events, and with ut athletic events. 
The department of exercise, sport, and leisure studies is committed to excellence. 
We are dedicated to providing superior and innovative programs that will enable students 
to become effective and imaginative professionals, scholars, and citizens. 
•	 	ashleigh huffman, Tanya Prewitt, and sarah hillyer con-
ducted a sport for life Peace camp at the Wingate institute in 
netanya, israel, to promote sport and physical activity, empower 
girls and women through sport, and encourage communication 
and  solidarity between the historically divided regions of israel and 
Palestine. Thirty-seven israeli and Palestinian girls ages 12 to 17 par-
ticipated in the weeklong sports camp, which provided a supportive 
environment where girls from different backgrounds could safely 
come together and exchange ideas, feelings, and beliefs while par-
ticipating in sport. The goal of the camp was to encourage young 
girls to be ambassadors for sport and peace. 
•	 	Dr. David Bassett, professor of exercise science, along with Dr. 
Naima Moussa-Moustaid, professor of nutrition, co-direct the 
new center for obesity research. see page 5 for more informa-
tion about this new research initiative.
•	 	Camp	Koinonia	celebrated	its	30th	anniversary.	Camp	Koinonia	is	
a weeklong camp for 150 campers who have multiple disabilities. 
under the direction of Dr. Gene hayes, professor of recreation 
and leisure studies and founder of camp Koinonia, and staffed by 
150 ut students from diverse majors, the camp provides indoor 
and outdoor activities, including horseback riding, canoeing, bik-
ing, crafts, wall climbing, ropes courses, and other activities. The 
individuals associated with the camp are serious advocates for the 
rights and needs of all individuals with disabilities. 
•	 	I-LEAD—the	Institute	for	Leadership,	Ethics,	and	Diversity	in	
sport—was recently approved. under the direction of Dr. Fritz 
Polite, assistant professor of sport management, this institute 
will serve as a mechanism to assist ut athletes in their quest 
for excellence and leadership opportunities. This will be accom-
plished through a combination of research, workshops, special 
lectures, and outreach activities. 
•	 	The	 Partners	 in	 Sports	 student	 organization,	 part	 of	 the	UT	
sport Management Program, which helps prepare dynamic 
leaders for tomorrow’s sport industry, held its fifth annual 
conference in october in the Wolf-Kaplan hospitality center 
in neyland stadium. The theme of the conference was “current 
dr. daVid basseTT MoniTors The effecTs of 
PhYsical acTiViTY as ParT of his obesiTY research. 
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by Barbara Thayer-Bacon, department head
department of instructional technology, 
 health, & cultural studies
faculty members from the depar tment of instructional Technology, health, and 
cultural studies (iThcs) have had a productive year of research, teaching, and 
outreach. The unique combination of academic disciplines represented in the 
depar tment provided oppor tunities for collaborative research ef for ts, as is evident 
in the following highlights.
 ithcs faculty have had a successful academic year, as demon-
strated by the following:
•	 	Thirty-one	 conference	 presentations	 at	 regional,	 national,	
and international venues.
•	 	Forty-nine	 publications—books,	 book	 chapters,	 journal	 
articles, reports and reviews.
•	 	Thirty-one	grants	awarded.
•	 	Five	faculty	served	as	board	members.
•	 	Four	faculty	hosted	conferences.
•	 	Dr. ed Counts had three movie screenings for films he made.
•	 	Two	 faculty	 served	 as	 associate	 editors	 for	 international 
journals.
•	 	Dr. Jay Pfaffman served as president of the college of Edu-
cation, health, and human sciences senate.
•	  Dr. June Gorski received the alumni teacher of the year 
award.
two faculty members retired this past year. Dr. Jack Pursley, 
a longtime member of the public health program as well as the 
doctoral program in community health, has retired. Pursley 
worked at ut for 26 years, contributing his expertise in health 
administration to those programs. Dr. Mary Jane Connelly also 
retired this past year. she served in the curriculum, research, 
and evaluation program area. connelly originally was hired at 
ut in 1988 as department head in educational administration. 
during her time in the college, she shared her expertise on 
school law. 
NeW FACULty
Allison Anders
Position: Assistant Professor in Cul-
tural Studies
educational Background: B.A. in 
english and B.S. in psychology from 
Virginia tech; M.A. in journalism 
from Michigan State University; 
Ph.D. in education from the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill
Research Interests: research related to social and political 
theory and issues of social justice and human rights. Since 
2001 she has been collecting the educational narratives of 
incarcerated youth who participate in education programs 
in prison. 
denise Bates
Position: Assistant Professor in 
Health education
educational Background: B.S. in 
cardiopulmonary science from loui-
siana State University, Shreveport; 
M.S. and Ph.D in health studies from 
texas woman’s University
Research Interests: Healthcare and education access for 
underserved populations in the United States, including 
the assimilation of refugees and immigrants into dominant 
cultures. research focus involves community capacity 
building, health policy, and developing social networks for 
community success.
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by Jay Whelan, department head
department of nutrition
•	 	Received	the	Gemple	Research	Award	for	neurological	research	
from the american dietetic association foundation, 2005.
lisa Jahns, Assistant Professor
•	 	Plenary	 co-chair	 for	 two	 sessions	 at	 the	 30th	National	Nutrient	
databank conference, september 19–20, 2006, honolulu, hawaii 
(“advances in database technology and database dissemination” 
and “data for special Population groups”).
•	 	Nominated	 for	 and	 accepted	 as	 a	 member	 of	 the	 National	
nutrient databank steering committee.
•	 	Presented	 seven	 research	 abstracts	 at	 three	national	meetings,	
five of which were first-authored by master’s students. This 
resulted in three oral presentations. one student was a finalist 
for the prestigious american society for nutrition young inves-
tigator award.
•	 	Placed	 two	 students	 in	 summer	 internships	 at	 the	 National	
institutes of health, one of which resulted in the first-authored 
publication (in press) of a student’s research at the national 
cancer institute.
•	 	Submitted	six	external	research	grants	as	either	principle	inves-
tigator or co-investigator, two of which have been funded:
	 •	 	(2007)	 “Epidemiologic	 Tools	 to	 Assess	 Obesity-
related Energy and nutrient intakes,” cooperative 
state research, Education, and Extension service; 
usda. (Pi) ($345,097). 
	 •	 	(2007)	 “Sociodemographic	 Factors,	 Food	 Stamp	
Participation, and health: The case of low-income 
individuals in tennessee,” southern rural develop-
ment center (srdc) food assistance and nutrition 
research innovation grant. (co-Pi) (Pi: steven yen) 
($35,000).
•	 	Completed	the	study	“Promoting	Healthy,	Happy	UT	Gradu-
ates: combating stress and the freshman 15.” The university 
of tennessee. (Pi) ($237,005). 
faculty in the department of nutrition made significant contributions in teaching and 
research and set high standards with their professional accomplishments. We are proud 
to share highlights from the past year.
Guoxun Chen, Assistant Professor
•	 	Works	 in	 the	 area	 of	 diabetes	 research	 investigating	 the	
effect of bioactive lipids on glucose metabolism. Published 
his first manuscript since coming to ut in the prestigious 
journal Biochemical Biophysical Research Communications.
•	 	Has	developed	 research	 collaborations	with	Dr.	Christo-
pher B. newgard, distinguished professor and director of 
the sarah W. stedman nutrition and Metabolism center 
at duke university as well as with dr. tai-gang nieh in 
the ut Knoxville department of Materials science and 
Engineering.
•	 	Instrumental	 in	 setting	 up	 research	 and	 educational	 col-
laborations with Wuhan university, one of china’s most 
important academic institutions, to enhance cultural and 
educational exchanges with ut.
Melissa Beth Hansen-Petrik, Assistant 
 Professor
•	 	Directs	didactic	training	for	clinical	dietetics	at	the	under-
graduate level.
•	 	Conducts	research	on	controlling	intractable	epilepsy	with	diet.
•	 	Addresses	 the	 issue	 of	 obesity	 in	 toddlers	 and	 preschool-
age children through education interventions with children, 
childcare providers, pediatricians, and parents.
•	 	Wrote	chapter	on	nutrigenomics	for	new	nutrition	textbook	
Nutrition Therapy and Pathophysiology, Marcia nahikian-
nelms, Kathryn sucher, sara long, eds., Belmont, califor-
nia: Wadsworth/thomson learning, 2007.
 
•	 	Received	 the	 2006	 Mary	 Helen	 Byers	 and	 Nancy	 Belck	
awards from cEhhs for studying the impact of play fruits 
and vegetables on toddler fruit and vegetable intake.
•	 	Named	 Outstanding	 Dietetics	 Educator	 by	 the	 Knoxville	
district dietetic association, 2005–06.
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department of nutrition
•	 	Conducted	a	multidisciplinary	study	to	answer	questions	about	
individual susceptibility and environmental effects (such as psycho-
social stress) on health behaviors and outcomes with ut students.
•	 	Received	two	intramural	grants	to	improve	teaching	skills:
	 	 •	 	(2006)	“Teaching	Research	Methods	in	Nutrition:	Use	of	
online collaboration to teach Proposal Writing and Peer 
review.” innovative technology center faculty first 2006 
Program grant (Pi)
	 	 •	 	(2006)	 “Learning	 Beyond	 the	 Classroom:	 Blogging	 for	
reflection, retention, and application of learned con-
cepts.” The university of tennessee office of information 
technology; research of instructional technology in Edu-
cation grant (co-Pi) (Pi: trena Paulus) ($2,500)
•	 	Four	manuscripts	in	press,	three	based	upon	work	at	UT.
Katie Kavanagh-Prochaska, Assistant Professor
•	 	Investigates	the	effects	of	breast	feeding	and	bottle	feeding	on	infant	
health. 
•	 	Member	of	the	East	Tennessee	Breastfeeding	Coalition.	
•	 	Recipient	of	the	CEHHS	Professional	Development	Award	for	her	
research.
•	 	Recent	receipt	of	a	research	grant	from	the	Southern	Rural	Devel-
opment center. 
•	 	Published	her	first	research	article	in	the	Journal of Nutrition Edu-
cation and Behavior.
Jung Han Kim, Associate Professor
•	 	Promoted	to	associate	professor.
 investigates the molecular basis of genetic susceptibility to diet-•	
induced obesity.
Published two papers in recognized journals: •	 Journal of Endocri-
nology and Journal of Biomedicine and Biotechnology.
 grant funding from the american heart association and the •	
ameri can diabetes association totals more than $500,000.
received the cEhhs Professional development award for her •	
research.
Naima Moustaid-Moussa, Professor
•	 	Received	 a	 new	 grant	 from	 American	 Heart	 Association,	 (PI,	
$155,000) southeast affiliate to investigate mechanisms linking 
adipocyte angiotensinogen to insulin resistance. 
•	 	Holds	continuing	multiyear	NRI	competitive	grant	from	USDA	
($497,000 for four years) investigating dietary regulation of the 
secretory function of adipose tissue.
•	 	Invited	to	present	research	at	Vanderbilt	University	(2007),	the	Uni-
versity of Maryland (2007), the nutritional genomics symposium 
in hong Kong (2006), Virginia tech (2006), texas a & M (2006), 
university of Kentucky and ohio state university (2006).
•	 	Received	 a	UT	Knoxville	 Chancellor’s	 Award	 for	 Research	 and	
creative activity.
•	 	Invited,	 along	 with	 her	 doctoral	 student	 from	 the	 UT-ORNL	
genome science and technology Program, to present at the pres-
tigious scientific gordon research conference on angiotensin in 
france (fall 2006). 
•	 	Invited	professor,	March	2007;	University	of	Bordeaux	and	Euro-
pean institute for chemistry and Biology, funded in part by the 
college’s international and intercultural council. lectured cell 
biology, physiology and nutrition programs and pursued ongoing 
research collaborations.
•	 	NIH	 study	 section	 panel	 member	 for	 the	 Clinical	 Nutrition	
research units, the f32/f31 fellowship program, and the obesity 
nutrition research centers in 2007. 
•	 	Served	 on	 U.S.	 Fulbright	 Peer	 Review	 Committee	 (Center	 for	
international Exchange of scholars).
•	 	Co-director	 of	 the	 newly	 established	 University	 of	 Tennessee	
 obesity research center. see story on page 5.
Karen wetherall, Clinical instructor and lecturer
•	 	Received	 the	 2007	SCAN	 (Sports,	Cardiovascular,	 and	Well-
ness nutritionists) Excellence in Practice award for sports 
nutrition. This is a national award, selected from among 5,000 
registered dieticians. 
•	 	Expert	on	eating	disorders.	Current	research	explores	the	rela-
tionship between sororities and eating disorders.
Michael B. Zemel, Professor 
•	 	Leading	expert	on	the	impact	of	dairy	products	on	obesity.	
•	 	Nine	 publications	 in	 research	 journals,	 three	 additional	
pending. 
•	 	Three	new	extramural	grants,	 totaling	$781,020,	to	 inves-
tigate the roles of key hormones and nutrients in prevent-
ing and managing the metabolic damage caused by obesity. 
has also established successful collaboration at oak ridge 
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national laboratory resulting in a recent intramural 
(ornl) grant to develop these projects further.
•	 	Two	new	U.S.	patents	approved.	New	Chinese	patent	approved	
and issued. new australian patent approved and issued.
•	 	Multiple	invited	national	and	international	speaking	engage-
ments, including childhood obesity summit (new york, 
keynote speaker), centre de recherche en sciences et tech-
nologies du lait (stEla) nutrition conference (Quebec, 
keynote speaker), Maribou symposium (stockholm, invited 
speaker), and keynote speaker at medical conferences in 
norway and sweden.
•	 	Established	a	new	center,	where	he	is	the	director	of	research,	
for prevention and treatment of obesity, and research in obe-
sity at the ut Medical center in Knoxville in collaboration 
with utMc department of surgery and the heart, lung, 
and Vascular institute. 
•	 	As	 the	 executive	 director	 of	America	 on	 the	Move	 in	Ten-
nessee, has developed, in collaboration with church health 
center in Memphis, a new statewide faith-based obesity 
prevention initiative. currently implemented in West and 
Middle tennessee, with launches in East tennessee later in 
the year.
Jay whelan, Professor and Department Head
•	 	Research	 focuses	 on	 how	 diet	 can	 sustain	 the	 remission	
period of prostate cancer to increase a patient’s longevity and 
improve the prognosis of the disease after it has migrated to 
secondary sites, such as bone.
•	 	Received	 grants	 from	 NewChapter,	 Inc	 and	 the	 National	
cattleman’s and Beef association totaling more that 
$110,000 to support his research.
•	 	Currently	 organizing	 a	major	 international	 conference	 on	
the impact of dietary fats on health, sponsored by the inter-
national society for the study of fatty acids and lipids.
•	 	Established	 UT’s	 Center	 for	 Public	 Health	 Policy	 and	
research. chair of the search committee responsible for hir-
ing its founding director, dr. Paul Erwin, Md.
•	 	Invited	speaker	at	the	Second	Annual	Symposium	for	the	Role	
of dietary fatty acids and the Prevention and treatment of 
disease, the american association for cancer research, Experi-
mental Biology, and the international nut council.
•	 	Chair	 and	 lead	 scientist	 for	 the	 USDA	Multistate	 NC1039	
research group investigating the health effects of omega-3 fats.
NeW FACULty
Hollie Raynor
Position: Assistant Professor
educational Background: B.S. in food 
and nutrition from San Diego State 
University; M.S. in public health nutri-
tion from the University of tennessee, 
Knoxville; Ph.D. in clinical psychology 
from the State University of New York at Buffalo. Completed an 
AP4 internship at Ut to become a registered dietician. Com-
pleted clinical psychology internship in behavioral medicine, 
with an emphasis in obesity research, at Brown University; 
following internship, completed a postdoctoral fellowship at 
Brown Medical School in the weight Control and Diabetes 
research Center.
Research Interests: the investigation of eating regulation, 
specifically factors that affect satiation, as well as behavioral 
interventions for obesity. Additionally, her research focuses 
on eating regulation in both adults and children and examines 
factors that affect choices in eating behavior. Her research has 
studied dietary variety, portion size, and the reinforcing value 
of food on food intake. She is co-investigator of three NiH-
funded grants, two of which are focusing on long-term mainte-
nance of behaviors important for weight loss and weight-loss 
maintenance in adults, while the third grant examines changes 
that occur in the reinforcing value of high- and low-fat foods 
and how these changes are associated with weight loss during 
obesity treatment. She is also the primary investigator for two 
funded studies examining pediatric obesity treatment in young 
children. 
marsha Spence
Position: research Assistant Professor
educational Background: B.S. in nutri-
tion, Master of Public Health in health-
care planning and administration, and 
Ph D. in human ecology with a nutrition 
major from the University of tennessee, 
Knoxville
Research Interests: overweight/obesity prevention during 
early and middle childhood; development of healthful nutrition 
and physical activity environments for children and their fami-
lies using stakeholders, including youth; participatory action 
research to improve access to food for children and their 
families; and food, nutrition, and wellness policy development, 
monitoring, and evaluation. 
department of nutrition
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by Nancy Fair, department head
department of retail, hospitality, 
 & tourism management
•	 	Mark hawkins, an undergraduate, was lead author on the 
project “The determinants of Wine selection: consumer Pref-
erences in different Market segments,” which received top 
honors at ut’s 11th Exhibition of undergraduate research and 
creative achievement.
•	  Warren Jahn, a doctoral student, received a $2,000 scholarship 
from hospitality sales and Marketing association international 
for his research in revenue management.
•	 	Two	 undergraduate	 students,	 John-Paul Kuhn and Mark 
hawkins, were selected as honor delegates to the national 
restaurant association’s salute to Excellence. a total of 250 
students from across the nation attended. This event is held 
in conjunction with the national restaurant association’s 
annual trade show in chicago.
•	 	Two	 undergraduate	 students	 received	 scholarships	 at	 the	
greater Knoxville tourism awards and scholarship luncheon. 
retail, hospitality, and Tourism Management offers both undergraduate and graduate 
programs that prepare professional leaders for the retail, restaurant, hotel, and tourism 
fields. The past year has offered a multitude of student and faculty opportunities.
Honors and Awards
•	 	Wanda Costen received a ut Knoxville professional 
development award for the project, “if We build it they 
Will	Come,	But	Will	They	Stay?	Exploring	Ethnic	Minority	
students’ campus Experiences and the impact on recruit-
ment and retention Processes.” she also received the 
Jacky deJonge award for her outstanding service in 
the college.
•	 	ann Fairhurst was awarded professional leave from July 
through december to conduct research at the institute of 
retail studies, university of stirling, scotland, to identify 
the competencies required for managers in an international 
retail environment.
•	  John antun was awarded a grant from the university’s 
ready for the World awards committee to publish a mul-
ticultural cookbook utilizing recipes from the varied home 
cultures of the students in his course.
•	  heejin lim received a ut Professional development award 
for the research project “Winning strategies for Marketers 
in the E-commerce Era.”
•	 	Carol Costello was one of two ut faculty members high-
lighted in the fall 2006 issue of Tennessee Family, the news-
letter for the ut Parents association.
•	 	laura D. Jolly, ann Fairhurst, Carol Costello, hyun-Joo 
lee, and archana Kumar received a best paper award at the 
international textile and apparel conference in november 
for their presentation, “using the holistic critical thinking 
scoring rubric to assess student responses to customer 
service Manager tasks.”
•	 	youn-Kyung Kim, Chae Mi lim and soo-hee Park received 
the best paper award at the american collegiate retail asso-
ciation meeting in april for the paper “consumer Percep-
tions toward retail attributes of Value retailers: functions 
of gender and repatronage intention.”
dr. carol cosTello helPed To coordinaTe a recePTion for  
hosPiTaliTY and ToUrisM ManaGeMenT sTUdenTs 
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Joel White received a $650 scholarship from the Knoxville 
tourism alliance, and amy luna received a $500 scholar-
ship from the tennessee hotel and lodging association.
Student-centered Programs
•	 	The	 2007	 gourmet	 fundraising	 dinner	 and	 auction	 raised	
more than $48,000 for the student Enrichment fund.
•	 	Students	in	the	department	received	more	than	$92,000	in	
direct support—$38,100 in college scholarships, $24,000 
in departmental scholarships funded by the student Enrich-
ment fund, and $30,000 in multicultural scholarships 
funded by usda
•	 	The	Student	Enrichment	Fund	provided	more	than	$23,000	
to support class trips, conference fees, and travel expenses 
for graduate students to participate in professional meet-
ings.
•	 	Fifty-five	of	our	students	attended	the	Tennessee	Governor’s	
conference on tourism.
•	 	Twenty-five	 retail	 students	 participated	 in	 the	 New	 York	
city study tour.
•	 	Hotel,	Restaurant,	and	Tourism	hosted	Professor	Kaye chon, 
who is chair, professor, and director of the school of hotel 
and tourism Management at the hong Kong Polytechnic 
university, as a visiting lecturer to promote hospitality and 
tourism industries and careers.
•	 	The	 department	 also	 hosted	Peggy smith and sue conley, ut 
alumnae and founders of cowgirl creamery, an award-winning 
cheese company located in northern california. The two gave a lec-
ture on how their company has helped to define a regional food 
identity for northern california’s Point reyes national seashore by 
creating a retail showcase for local agricultural goods.
•	 	Retail	and	Consumer	Sciences	hosted	Stan	Eichelbaum,	presi-
dent of Marketing developments inc., who spoke to retail 
classes about international retail trends.
•	 	Hotel,	Restaurant,	and	Tourism	students	along	with	Nutrition	
students planned, prepared, and served dinner to a national 
conference of 200 individuals for the ut conference center.
•	 	Students	in	Nancy Fair’s advanced product development class 
developed and assembled the take-home gift for ut’s 2007 
donor leadership appreciation Event.
•	 	All	undergraduate	students	complete	required	internships,	and	
many students take full-time employment with their internship 
companies after graduation.
	 	 •	 	Fifty	HRT	students	completed	internships	with	diverse	orga-
nizations during summer 2007. organizations included the 
chop house, hilton Knoxville, homewood suites Knox-
ville, ut conference center, four seasons resort hawaii, 
amicolola falls georgia state Park, cumberland house 
hotel, Blackberry farm, abingdon Virginia tourist Bureau, 
araMarK central florida, araMarK chapel hill, gay-
lord opryland resort & convention center, MgM Mirage 
department of retail, hospitality, 
 & tourism management
aboVe: sTUdenTs froM The hoTel, resTaUranT and ToUrisM ManaGeMenT Pro-
GraM TaKe ParT in a deParTMenTal recePTion; riGhT: dr. sTeVe Morse inTeracTs 
WiTh sTUdenTs aT The deParTMenT’s recePTion for hoTel, resTaUranT and ToUr-
isM ManaGeMenT sTUdenTs.
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las Vegas, hilton oceanfront resort in hilton head, 
residence inn Boca raton, and two venues in dublin, 
ireland.
 
•	 	Fifty-two	 Retail	 and	 Consumer	 Sciences	 students	 com-
pleted internships during summer 2007 with organi-
zations across the country that included Walgreens, 
target, goody’s, nordstrom, Barney’s, coach, arffe 
fashion group, lela rose, seventeen magazine, lucky 
Brand, BcBg Maxazria group, alumni hall, ann tay-
lor loft, Bacon & company, Betsy & Babs, cato, ironic, 
levi strauss, limited too, uniform factory outlet, and 
Victoria’s secret.
•	 	Students	graduating	with	doctoral	degrees	took	positions	at	
the university of Kentucky, Washington state university, 
southern illinois university, the university of north texas, 
and georgia southern university.
institutes
Ut tourism Institute
under the direction of steve Morse, the institute delivers edu-
cation, research and economic development assistance through 
partnerships with public and private sector hospitality and tour-
ism organizations in tennessee. 
education initiatives
•	 	The	 institute	 has	 partnered	 with	 the	 Tennessee	 Tourism	
roundtable to jointly teach the certified tennessee tourism 
Professional (cttP) course for tourism professionals work-
ing in private sector businesses, chambers of commerce, and 
convention and visitors bureaus in tennessee.
•	 	The	 institute	received	$43,000	in	grants	 from	the	Tennes-
see department of Education to develop hospitality and 
tourism specific teaching curriculums, classroom materi-
als, and lesson plans for high school distributive Education 
clubs of america (dEca) programs and provide work-
shops for teachers. the teaching materials, in cd format, 
provide marketing principles, career path information, and 
classroom exercises for teachers with students interested in 
careers in the hotel, restaurant, and tourism areas.
•	 	The	institute	has	partnered	with	the	Tennessee	Department	
of tourist development in its tourism education initiative 
to increase awareness of tourism careers available.
research initiatives
the institute initiated and maintains an extensive economic 
database of consumer and business trends in the hotel, restau-
rant, and tourism industries for all 95 counties in tennessee. 
reports include a broad range of specific performance and 
 economic data including employment statistics, trends in gross 
sales, taxes generated, hotel occupancy, airport traffic, etc.
using the economic database of tourist spending trends, 
the institute has initiated a travel and tourism forecast series 
for statewide tourism activity and for six metro areas includ-
ing Memphis, nashville, chattanooga, Knoxville, the smoky 
Mountains, and the tri-cities.
for each of tennessee’s 95 counties, the institute has 
produced a 2006 tourism Economic fact sheet outlining tour-
ism impacts, including spending, taxes, average daily tourist 
spending analysis, and tourism tax impact on local tax base 
and education.
economic Development and Outreach services
 in 2006 the institute developed and delivered 15 research stud-
ies, seminars, and workshops for tennessee public, nonprofit 
tourism groups and private sector tourism groups.
Institute for Service excellence
under the direction of Carol Costello and ann Fairhurst, with 
Cole Piper as operations manager, the institute of service Excel-
lence focuses on service challenges experienced by the retail, res-
taurant, and hospitality industries.
since fall 2005, the institute has been working with the 
Kroger grocery chain to develop a web-based customer ser-
vice monitoring program that is initiated at the checkout 
point. in spring 2007, the first test store went live; by June, 
enough data had been gathered to make the first analytical report 
to the Kroger executive team. the project is now in the second 
phase, where additional stores will be brought online. at the 
end of this phase, a final decision will be made as to how many 
Kroger stores will become part of this monitoring program.
the institute is also involved in the development of a com-
prehensive associate training program for Wal-Mart corpora-
tion. the program has been designed as an experiential learning 
opportunity involving some of the newest techniques in team 
building, motivation, and communication.
Culinary institute at the University of Tennessee
under the direction of John antun, this institute is advancing 
the understanding of and appreciation for culinary arts and sci-
ences in tennessee through a series of initiatives. the mission 
statement for the university reads, “the mission of the uni-
versity of tennessee is to provide the people of tennessee with 
access to quality higher education, economic development, and 
enhanced quality-of-life opportunities.” this institute will ful-
fill all three portions of this mission. Programs and activities of 
the institute will be funded through a 10-month culinary arts 
certificate program. this program will provide the environment 
and resources necessary to offer a quality education program to 
citizens of tennessee seeking a credentialing certificate in culi-
nary arts.
department of retail, hospitality, 
& tourism management
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department of retail, hospitality, 
 & tourism management
Meaningful Scholarship and outreach
•	 	youn-Kyung Kim co-authored the textbook Experiential Retail-
ing: Concepts and Strategies That Sell with Pauline  sullivan and 
Judith forney. it was published by fairchild Publications 
(2007).
•	 	Faculty	and	graduate	students	gave	37	research	presentations	
at international, national, and regional conferences.
•	 	Faculty	 authored	 or	 co-authored	 more	 than	 20	 scholarly	
articles that were accepted by research journals.
•	  John antun presided as president of the southeast coun-
cil on hotel, restaurant, and institutional Education and 
served on the strategic planning committee for the national 
organization. he also completed his third year as the co-
editor of the International Journal of Culinary Science and 
Technology.
•	 	rachel Chen served as guest editor for the “gis special issue” for 
the Journal of Retailing and Consumer Services, associate editor of the 
Journal of Hospitality and Tourism, and an editorial board member 
for eight additional research publications.
•	  John antun completed his second u.s. department of hous-
ing and urban development/Empowerment Zone grant for 
$160,000. twenty-six out of 30 enrollees were placed in 
culinary jobs across tennessee.
•	 	Wanda Costen served as a co-director for the 2007 ut-
Project grad summer institute, which had 115 partici-
pants. The institute is designed to expose rising juniors and 
seniors from austin-East and fulton high schools to life on a 
university campus. in addition to their academic classes, the 
students participated in the Mountain challenge, a leader-
ship ropes course at Maryville college.
•	 	Wanda Costen and ann Fairhurst served as facilitators at 
the inroads national leadership institute. The mission 
of inroads, a nonprofit organization, is to develop and 
place talented minority youth in business and industry and 
prepare them for corporate and community leadership.
for more information about our department, visit our website, 
http://rhtm.utk.edu/. 
ParTiciPanTs froM The deParTMenT of reTail, hosPiTaliTY and ToUrisM ManaGeMenT career fair. 
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•	 	P. Mark Taylor—chair of editorial panel, Teaching Children 
Mathematics.
Faculty Appointments, Awards and recognition
•	  Dick allington received the 2007 William g. gray citation 
of Merit, the most prestigious honor given by the international 
reading association. 
•	  susan Groenke’s work, published in English Leadership Quar-
terly, was recognized as Best article of the year. she also received 
a $5,000 professional development award from ut.
•	  amos hatch received the cEhhs John tunstall outstanding 
faculty award for distinction in research, teaching, or commu-
nity service.
•	  Gary Ubben was a third time recipient of the helen B. Watson 
faculty/student award for outstanding doctoral dissertation.
•	  P. Mark Taylor earned tenure and was promoted to associate 
professor in mathematics education.
•	 	susan Groenke received the departmental collaboration with the 
field award.
•	 	amos hatch received the departmental research and creative 
achievement award.
•	  richard allington continued his service to the international 
reading association in the role of past-president.
•	 	Vincent anfara was elected executive director of the Middle level 
Education research special interest group of the american Educa-
tional research association (aEra) and served as a panelist in the 
national Policy symposium on Middle level Education in Wash-
ington, d.c.
•	  ernest Brewer continued his service as counselor to the local 
chapter of Kappa delta Pi international honor society.
as we reflect on some of the accomplishments of the department of 
Theory and Practice in Teacher education (TPTe) during the 2006–07 
academic year, none stand out more than the initiatives begun in 
international and intercultural education. 
Gina Barclay-Mclaughlin chaired a committee of 12 faculty mem-
bers who engaged in initiatives with students and international 
colleagues. other committee members included clara lee Brown, 
stephanie cramer, Jeffrey davis, rita hagevik, lynn liao hodge, 
claudia Melear, susan newsom, andrea stairs, gary ubben, debo-
rah Wooten, and lynn Woolsey. The members of this committee 
and others in the department have engaged in a wide range of inter-
national and intercultural projects. 
in addition, amos hatch had two of his books (Teaching in the 
New Kindergarten and Qualitative Research in Education Settings) 
published in chinese. lynn Woolsey traveled to outer Mongolia. 
Claudia Melear and rita hagevik journeyed to australia, and 
Gary Ubben continued his affiliations with educators in Bulgaria.
The influence of tPtE faculty can be found in worlds far away 
from our local communities.
Publications, Presentations, and Collaborative 
initiatives 
•	 	Thirty-one	refereed	articles	
•	 	Six	books	
•	 	Eleven	chapters	in	edited	books
•	 	Four	refereed	publications	in	electronic	format
•	 	Four	editors/co-editors	of	peer	reviewed	journals	
•	 	Thirty-two	papers	presented	at	national/international	profes-
sional meetings 
•	 	Twenty-nine	papers	presented	at	regional/state	professional	meetings
•	 	Seven	keynote	addresses
•	 Nine	collaborative	partnerships
editors/Co-editors of Peer reviewed Journals 
•	 	richard allington—Editor, Elementary School Journal for the 
september 2006 issue; member of Editorial review Board of 
Language Arts, national council of teachers of English. 
•	  ernest Brewer—Editor, International Journal of Vocational 
and Technical Education.
•	  susan Groenke—co-editor, English Leadership Quarterly, 
national council of teachers of English.
by Susan Benner, department head
department of theory & practice 
 in teacher education
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•	 	Clara lee Brown was elected president of the ut Knoxville 
chapter of the national association of Multicultural Education.
•	 	Joann Cady was re-elected to the board of directors of the appala-
chian association of Mathematics teacher Educators and co-chairs 
the technology committee with Theresa hopkins.
•	 	Vena long was elected to a three-year term on the board of directors 
of the national council of teachers of Mathematics (nctM).
•	  Dean robert rider was selected as counselor advocate of the 
year by the tennessee school counselor’s association.
•	 	lynn Woolsey was reappointed to the board of directors of the 
council of Education and will serve as the representative for college 
educators of the deaf and hard of hearing. 
Staff recognition
•	 	Victoria a. Church and Charlotte Gossett received 30-year 
ut service awards.
•	  Janie h. young received a 20-year ut service award. 
•	 	Teresa allmon and Beth huemmer achieved certified Profes-
sional assistant status.
Selected Student Activities and recognition
•	 	lisa Bilton, doctoral student in educational administration, pre-
sented a paper at the david clark graduate student seminar at the 
american Educational research association conference in chicago 
in april 2007.
•	 	r. lee Collins and Thomas hodges, doctoral students in 
mathematics education, co-presented at the tennessee Mathemat-
ics teachers association conference in Martin, tennessee. John 
smith also presented a paper at the same conference.
•	  Connie Cole, doctoral student in educational administration, was 
awarded the helen B. Watson faculty/student award for out-
standing doctoral dissertation. 
•	  susan Griscom, master’s student in art education, received the 
$3,000 isobel griscom fellowship awarded by ut.
•	  Thomas hodge and yan Wang, doctoral students in mathemat-
ics education, worked with Vena long and others on the governor’s 
academy for Mathematics and science.
•	  Patty stinger Barnes, doctoral student in science 
education, worked with claudia Melear and rita hagevik to 
provide workshops to teachers in the new orleans Parish 
Public schools.
•	  lauren Wagener, master’s student in mathematics education, was 
one of 12 ut recipients of a $15,000 J. Wallace and Katie dean 
graduate fellowship.
•	 	Barbara Wrushen, doctoral student in educational adminis-
tration, was selected a Barbara Jackson scholar by the university 
council of Educational administration (ucEa).
Selected Grants and Contracts Awarded to 
Faculty
•	 	sharon Barkdoll received two grants from the tennessee 
department of Education, totaling more than $230,000, to 
train special educators.
•	 	ernest Brewer received funding from the u.s. department of 
Education for five projects, totaling approximately $11.5 million. 
•	  David Cihak, sharon Barkdoll, sherry Bell, and susan 
Benner received a $165,000 grant from the tennessee depart-
ment of Education to train special educators.
•	 	Jeffrey Davis received a $40,000 grant from the national 
Endowment for the humanities and national science founda-
tion for documenting endangered languages.
•	  susan Groenke received $1,500 from the assembly on lit-
erature for adolescents (alan) foundation of the national 
council of teachers of English.
•	  lynn Woolsey, of the center of the deaf and hard of hear-
ing, and co-principal investigator Marcia Kolvitz received a five-
year, $5-million grant from the u.s. department of Education, 
office of special Education Programs.
•	 	susan Benner received a $210,000 school improvement 
grant from the tennessee department of Education to focus 
on literacy for struggling readers in grades K–12 in tennessee 
schools.
•	 	Jennifer Butterworth continued her variety of grant projects 
under the umbrella of Partnerships for Ed Excellence. grant 
activities total $1,130,649 and are all awarded by the tennes-
see department of Education. five grants support professional 
development activities in schools across the state. The fifth grant 
supports external evaluation activities of the state Math science 
Partnership Projects funded by the usdoE. 
•	  P. Mark Taylor and Joann Cady received a grant from 
the national science foundation to conduct research on 
the efficacy of professional development provided to mid-
dle school teachers as a part of the appalachian Math and 
science Project. 
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•	  Vincent anfara received a $4,250 ut professional develop-
ment award.
•	  Gina Barclay-Mclaughlin received an innovative technology 
center grant that provided three Mac computers, three 
video cameras, three still cameras, six voice recorders, 
a projection machine, and printer to use in her teacher 
preparation courses.
•	 	Deborah Wooten and Gina Barclay-Mclaughlin received 
a ready for the World grant for their research project “using 
cultural autobiographies to transform curriculum, instruc-
tion, and learning.”
NeW FACULty
mehmet Aydeniz
Position: Assistant Professor in Science 
education
educational Background: B.S. in sci-
ence education from Gazi University, 
turkey; M.S. in chemistry and Ph.D. in 
science education from Florida State 
University
Research Interests: Assessment of student learning, standard-
ized assessment models, teacher beliefs, and inquiry-based 
learning in science classrooms. research focuses on empow-
ering science teachers to teach inquiry-based science, helping 
teachers to use assessment to engage students in continuous 
learning, and science education reform.
Joan grim
Position: Assistant Professor in Special 
education
educational Background: B.S. and M.S. 
in special education from the University 
of tennessee, Knoxville; Ph.D. in special 
education from Peabody College at 
Vanderbilt University (in progress)
Research Interests: exploring visual instructional interventions 
for preschool children with various developmental disabilities, 
including autism. Dissertation focus is on the social interactive 
play of children with disabilities with their peers, using video 
modeling. Additional research has used static pictures and 
visuals as effective instructional tools for teaching a variety of 
skills to children across the disability spectrum.
kimberly Wolbers
Position: Assistant Professor in Deaf 
education
educational Background: B. A. in deaf 
education from Michigan State; M.A. 
and Ph.D. in special education from 
Michigan State University
Research Interests: writing instruction for bilingual and linguisti-
cally diverse students, utilizing sociocultural theories of teach-
ing and learning, theories of dialogue, and cognitive theories. 
Current research examines instances when the signed or voiced 
expressions of educational interpreters diverge from the source 
language for reasons other than insufficient interpreter skill. 
department of theory & practice 
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retail and consumer sciences 
students enrolled in the advanced 
Product development course are 
given an assignment each year to 
expand the UT Tartan product line. 
This tartan project originated with a 
challenge to students in the program 
from members of the department’s 
advisory board. student interns work-
ing at bacon and company are as-
signed to the project each year and 
gain valuable experience in product 
development as they assist students 
with the project. This year’s additions 
to the Tartan product line include the 
new paisley designs featured here. 
now entering its fourth year, the 
Tartan Plaid project has benefited the 
rhTM department and students in 
many ways. in addition to providing 
real world product design experiences, 
royalties from the sale of tartan prod-
ucts are returned to the department 
to enhance the educational experi-
ence of students, including scholar-
ship and travel support. 
The new paisley line will be  
available for purchase through the 
University of Tennessee book and 
supply stores this spring. You may 
shop online for these products at 
www.utbookstore.org.
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